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Week 3

The Authority of Scripture

What part does scripture play in our doing theology?



O WORD OF GOD INCARNATE

• O Word of God incarnate,

O Wisdom from on high,

O Truth unchanged, unchanging,

O Light of our dark sky:

We praise You for the radiance

That from the hallowed page,

A lantern to our footsteps,

Shines on from age to age.

• The church from You, our Savior,

Received the gift divine,

And still that light is lifted

O’er all the earth to shine.

It is the sacred vessel

Where gems of truth are stored;

It is the heav’n-drawn picture

Of Christ, the living Word.

• The Scripture is a banner

Before God’s host unfurled;

It is a shining beacon

Above the darkling world.

It is the chart and compass

That, all life’s voyage through,

’Mid mists and rocks and quicksands,

Still guides, O Christ, to You.

• Oh, make your church, dear Savior,

A lamp of purest gold,

To bear before the nations

Your true light as of old.

Oh, teach your wand’ring pilgrims

By this their path to trace,

Till, clouds and darkness ended,

They see You face to face.



WHAT IS SCRIPTURE?



WHAT SORT OF AUTHORITY IS THE BIBLE?

“Well, 

when God 

created 

the 

Bible…”

.  Scripture is the unique and irreplaceable witness to the liberating and reconciling 

activity of God in the history of Israel and supremely in Jesus Christ.



THE PROBLEM 
OF AUTHORITY 

IN MODERN 
CULTURE AND 
THE GRACIOUS 
REIGN OF GOD

The Reign of God manifest in Jesus Christ is 
characterized not by authoritarian rule but by the 
“authoring” of new life and freedom in relationship 
with God.



INADEQUATE APPROACHES TO THE 
AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE



1. THE BIBLE READ SIMPLY AS HISTORICAL 
SOURCE



2. THE BIBLE VIEWED AS RELIGIOUS CLASSIC 
INSTEAD OF AS SCRIPTURE, AS NORMATIVE 
WITNESS TO THE ACTS OF THE LIVING GOD 

FOR HUMAN SALVATION.



3. THE BIBLE USED AS PRIVATE DEVOTIONAL 
TEXT….FOR PERSONAL SALVATION.



SCRIPTURE IS INDISPENSABLE IN RELATING 
US, BY THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, TO 

THE LIVING GOD REVEALED IN JESUS CHRIST.



CHRISTIANS DO NOT BELIEVE IN THE BIBLE, 
THEY BELIEVE IN THE LIVING GOD ATTESTED 
BY THE BIBLE. CHRISTIANS BELIEVE IN JESUS 

CHRIST WHO IS THE LIVING WORD OF GOD



AN AUTHENTIC WITNESS DIRECTS OUR 
ATTENTION TO SOME OTHER REALITY.

Karl Barth – The Bible is “a real witness” that “is not identical with that to which it witnesses, but it 

sets it before us.”



THROUGH THE BIBLICAL WITNESS WE ARE LED INTO A NEW 
WAY OF LIFE IN COMMUNION WITH GOD AND WITH OTHERS. 

Migliore: Through the biblical witness, and especially through its narratives of God’s gracious, liberating 

activity in Jesus Christ, God is newly identified for us and we are led into a new way of life in 

communion with God and with others. 



HERMENEUTICS: THE PRINCIPLES OF THE 
INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE

Scripture must be interpreted with the help of literary and historical criticism; yet scripture’s unique 

witness to the living God resists its reduction to pious fiction or its imprisonment in the past.



ANAMNESIS – REMEMBERING THE PAST IN 
THE PRESENT

• We must ask of Scripture not only what past it calls us to remember but also what promises it 

wants us to claim and what future it wants us to pray and work for.



THEOCENTRICITY: 
THE GOD OF LIBERATION, JUSTICE, LOVE

• Scripture must be interpreted theocentrically; however, the meaning of “God” is 

radically redefined in the biblical story of liberation. 



THE TRIUNE GOD OF THE BIBLE

God is understood in 

triune nature: God the 

Father is creator of 

heaven and earth, God 

the Son who has become 

that mediator for the 

whole world, God the 

Holy Spirit who brings 

new life and new 

freedom.



THE LENS OF JUSTICE, FREEDOM, PEACE

• Scripture must be 

interpreted contextually; 

however, the context of 

our interpretation must 

be increasingly open to 

and inclusive of the 

yearning of the whole 

creation for justice, 

freedom and peace.



THE CONTEXT OF READING SCRIPTURE

Since Scripture is read in 

many different ecclesial and 

social contexts, all 

interpretations of Scripture 

must be open to and tested 

by other interpretations 

that arise out of 

experiences, circumstances, 

needs, and hopes that may 

be different from our own.



THE CREEDS AND CONFESSIONS

The creeds and confessions of the Church often provide exemplary interpretations of 

Scripture. They articulate in their own time and place the “rule of faith,” declaring 

how the central message of Scripture is understood in particular moments of 

controversy and change in the life of the church.



HEIDELBERG CATECHISM ON FAITH

• 21 Q. WHAT IS TRUE FAITH? A. True faith is not only a 

knowledge and conviction that everything God reveals in his 

Word is true;1 it is also a deep-rooted assurance,2 created in me 

by the Holy Spirit3 through the gospel,4 that, out of sheer grace 

earned for us by Christ,5 not only others, but I too,6 have had my 

sins forgiven, have been made forever right with God, and have 

been granted salvation.



CONFESSION OF ‘67

• The Scriptures, given under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, are 

nevertheless the words of men, conditioned by the language, thought 

forms, and literary fashions of the places and times at which they 

were written. They reflect views of life, history, and the cosmos which 

were then current. The church, therefore, has an obligation to 

approach the Scriptures with literary and historical understanding. 

As God has spoken his word in diverse cultural situations, the church 

is confident that he will continue to speak through the Scriptures in a 

changing world and in every form of human culture.



A BRIEF STATEMENT OF FAITH

• We trust in God the Holy Spirit,

everywhere the giver and renewer of life.

The Spirit justifies us by grace through faith,

sets us free to accept ourselves and to love God and neighbor,

and binds us together with all believers

in the one body of Christ, the Church.

The same Spirit

who inspired the prophets and apostles

rules our faith and life in Christ through Scripture,

engages us through the Word proclaimed,

claims us in the waters of baptism,

feeds us with the bread of life and the cup of salvation,

and calls women and men to all ministries of the church.



• Outline for this lecture taken from Daniel Migliore, Faith Seeking Understanding: 

An Introduction to Christian Theology, Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 1991.


